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The seed of Yee Hong was planted in 1987, and Yee Hong Centre – Scarborough

McNicoll was born in 1994.  Ten years later, three younger siblings - Yee Hong Ho Lai

Oi Wan Centre, Yee Hong Centre - Mississauga and Yee Hong Centre - Scarborough Finch

are taking their first tentative steps, emulating all the good behaviours of the first born.  

It was a long labour of love, with plenty of growing pains.  Prior to the Grand Opening of

Yee Hong McNicoll Centre, a lot of research, feasibility studies, lobbying, constant

fundraising, all done with passion and determination, have given Yee Hong a great head

start.  A lot of nurturing from staff and volunteers has made Yee Hong flourish.

From identifying the desperate need of culturally and linguistically appropriate care for

Chinese Canadian seniors, to spreading the “ideal senior care” to all seniors, Dr. Joseph

Wong is a proud parent who has inspired volunteers and staff alike and is eager to

spread the Yee Hong model of care to other ethnic communities that share our vision

and mission. 

The success of Yee Hong convinced the government that using the same amount of

funding allocated to all nursing homes, different cultural groups can be better taken care

of through specialized facilities.  Yee Hong grew from a nursing home of 90 beds to the

four community-based facilities in year 2004, offering a continuum of care and services,

employing 1,000 staff members.  For Yee Hong residents, the days of homogenous

service at mainstream long-term care facilities for everybody was over.  Yee Hong’s

culturally appropriate care started to be the innovative lead of the industry, and has

since changed the stereotypical concept of the nursing home.

“From my childhood years of being carried on the backs of my maternal and paternal

grandmothers to the far away government funded clinics for critical treatments, I

realized how younger generations came into being because of our parents and

grandparents.  I felt that it is absolutely essential that all seniors should be able to

receive the care and medical treatment they require and deserve when they have

contributed their whole lives for the younger generations.  Throughout the years, I have

BIRTH OF YEE HONG
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identified a few underserved ethnic communities which may benefit from culturally

appropriate elder care.   In the era of building Yee Hong, other communities expressed

interests in partnering with us to either provide services to their communities or to learn

from us so that they can build their own facilities.  I am glad to help because it is indeed

heart-warming to know there are other communities that share my vision.

It really is quite amazing that we were able to overcome one challenge after another.

The miracle lies in how we re-define nursing homes.  Yee Hong has changed the

gloomy and lonely image of the nursing home into that of a cozy family and community

gathering place.  To date, our community is able to take care of the elderly, and all

members interact harmoniously with each other, reconciling all cultural, traditional and

linguistic differences.  We owe much of our success to our generous donors, supportive

community partners, compassionate volunteers and professional staff members.
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Yee Hong will continue working on accomplishing its mission by enriching its continuum

of care and services and outreaching to different communities.  We aim to set the

standard in the industry through education, training, consultation and exemplary efforts.

I believe that, in a perfect world, seniors of all families and cultural backgrounds will be

able to live their lives to the fullest - in the healthiest, most independent and dignified

way.”

Dr. Joseph Wong, Chair, Yee Hong Centre for Geriatric Care and Yee Hong Community

Wellness Foundation
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To realize our vision of providing a caring community where seniors and others enjoy

the highest quality of life, Yee Hong began serving the Chinese community and has

since reached out to different ethnic communities that have presented a need for, as

well as an interest in, providing culturally appropriate care to their seniors.  From these

partnerships, special units have been designated in different Yee Hong centres for

specific cultural groups, and consultation has been provided for various ethnic

communities to develop their own facilities to provide culturally appropriate care to their

seniors.  To date, each of the four Yee Hong centres are characteristic of the diverse

communities they serve and the culturally appropriate services they provide.

Yee Hong Centre – Scarborough McNicoll has a diverse population of different dialectal

groups of Chinese origin.

Yee Hong Ho Lai Oi Wan Centre in Markham features a South Asian floor with the best

curry in town!

Yee Hong Centre - Mississauga is proud to house a Filipino unit, as well as a strong

presence of the Portuguese, Vietnamese and other communities.

Yee Hong Centre – Scarborough Finch presents a Japanese unit with tasteful Japanese

décor.  Staffed by Japanese-speaking health care professionals, the floor serves healthy

and individualized Japanese menus carefully designed by a professional Japanese

dietitian.

“There have indeed been enormous changes over the past decade that I have been

with Yee Hong.  Given the frail conditions of the seniors, even one day of waiting to get

into a long-term care facility is too long.  It was really unfortunate that our original

waiting list was over 10 years.  This year, I am glad that the waiting list to be admitted

into Yee Hong has been substantially shortened with all the four long-term care facilities

fully operating.

Yee Hong has been outreaching into other underserved ethnic communities.  Extending

our services to a multicultural population is a mutually beneficial one.  The underserved

cultural communities benefit from being able to share Yee Hong’s resources to serve

their seniors, while Yee Hong benefits from being able to serve more communities in

need with higher cost effectiveness.

CULTURALLY APPROPRIATE CARE FOR ALL — 
OUR CONSCIOUS DECISION
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While providing multicultural services is a logical decision, it was met with numerous

challenges.  First, we had to appease all parties over the concept of sharing resources

with others.  There are more fortunate groups that can afford to partner with Yee Hong

by sharing expertise, social contacts and financial resources. There are also some that

can only bring community support, voluntary help and an abundance of determination

to the partnership.  We are thrilled to have harmonized and unified both extremes, to

produce the fruits of the four culturally harmonious centres.

Another hurdle was rooted in the various levels of acceptance for long-term care.

Different cultures view differently the responsibility of taking care of their elders in the

family.  This external challenge was overcome through time and real life proof of the

high quality of culturally appropriate care Yee Hong provides.  This success is attributable

to our dedicated staff and supportive volunteers.

When all other operational and logistical obstacles are overcome and facilities and the

staff are in place, the ultimate challenge comes in housing residents of different

backgrounds and providing an environment where they can live together in harmony.
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This turned out to be a blessing for us.  With knowledge and confidence from education

and experience, our residents, families, volunteers and staff members of different

backgrounds interact surprisingly well together.  There were questions, but to them,

there were also reliable and educated answers.  Uncertainty disappeared quickly, and

we are gratified to be able to establish bonding and harmony.

We are willing to face all the challenges that come our way because we are determined

to offer truly culturally appropriate services to our seniors.  Looking back at the learning

phase, we can now proudly say that we have indeed redefined long-term care and have

made a positive difference in the lives of many.  By continuing with our hard work and

by partnering with more communities for their various needs, Yee Hong will have an

impact on the lives of many, from many more different ethnic backgrounds.  It will be a

long and challenging journey, but we have chosen to conquer it because all of us at Yee

Hong embrace the same vision and are determined to accomplish the same mission.”

Florence Wong, CEO, Yee Hong Centre for Geriatric Care
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Momiji

Momiji
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Ben Sennik

CONFIDENCE IN YEE HONG — 
COMMUNITIES’ CHOICE

Known for its unique, comprehensive and culturally appropriate approach to providing

high quality care and services, Yee Hong has been the envy of the industry and has

earned the trust of many ethnic communities.  Being approached by a number of ethnic

groups, it has been generous in sharing its resources for long-term care partnerships as

well as in sharing its industry experience and knowledge with other groups that are

interested in operating their own facility.

“The 25-bed unit, the result of a partnership between Momiji Health Care Society and

the Yee Hong Centre for Geriatric Care, opened in June 2004 at the new Yee Hong

Centre - Scarborough Finch.  A lot of work and community support contributed to this

success.

The Momiji Board and staff had visited Yee Hong Ho Lai Oi Wan Centre in Markham to

shape our strategy for the six months leading up to the opening.  Haruko Ishihara, a

registered nutritionist, has created a four-week Japanese menu cycle for Yee Hong,

following the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care’s rigorous standards.  An interior

design student, Miho Okubo, has contributed her talents by submitting a proposal for

decorating the new unit in a refined Japanese Canadian style.  With the generous

donations from Mitsui Company Canada and Noritake, residents will enjoy the use of

authentic Japanese tableware. We hope that residents will enjoy their meals in the way

which they are accustomed to.

At the Momiji home, residents have made thousands of paper cranes to wish good

health and longevity to the 25 residents at Yee Hong.  We are grateful for the

community’s support for this venture and we are eager to cultivate our relationship with

Yee Hong.”

Kiyoshi Dembo, Outreach Coordinator/Fundraiser, Momiji Health Care Society

“The allocation of 50 beds to the South Asian Community at the Yee Hong Ho Lai Oi Wan

Centre in Markham was a fantastic start.  It allowed the members of our community to

access the health care system in a different way.  Residents could have the best possible

medical care delivered in a culturally sensitive manner ranging from food to spiritual

needs.
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Ken Nguyen

Lar dos Idosos (

) 

Irene Pereira

The South Asian residents have applauded the overall high standards of the professional

care and service provided.  They feel a definitive sense of pride, dignity and radiant

happiness.  The community at large joins me in their expression of deep gratitude for

the generosity of the Yee Hong Centre for Geriatric Care to have made this facility

available to us.  Such a facility was direly needed and could not have come at a more

appropriate time.  The Chinese-Canadian community and the South Asian community

have strong cultural commonalities, and this partnership will serve as a model to be

emulated in the Canada of tomorrow.”

Ben Sennik, Member, Board of Directors, Yee Hong Centre for Geriatric Care and Yee

Hong Community Wellness Foundation

“When we were looking to find a place for our Vietnamese seniors, we saw Yee Hong

Centre as a model for our new senior home.  At the present time, we could not afford to

build a senior home by ourselves, but thanks to the help from Dr. Wong and the Yee

Hong staff, our seniors can now share the new Yee Hong Centre - Mississauga.

We appreciate the assistance from the Yee Hong centre and look forward to working

with Yee Hong to build a centre for our elderly Vietnamese in the future.”

Ken Nguyen, President, Lac Viet Community Centre

“Until Yee Hong Centre for Geriatric Care formed a partnership with Lar dos Idosos (a

subcommittee of the 50th Anniversary – Celebrating Portuguese-Canadians), there were

no long-term care or accommodation facilities that catered to the Portuguese

community specifically.  Yee Hong Centre was the first organization willing to work with

our Committee and welcome the Portuguese community by providing culturally

sensitive services.

One of our committee members was told by a Portuguese resident that she is living at a

five star hotel.  This resident wishes that other seniors and families who are unhappy

with their present living environment would move to Yee Hong.

The Lar dos Idosos Committee’s goal is to continue with community outreach so that we

raise awareness about our partnership with Yee Hong.  We hope to eventually see

enough Portuguese residents filling a long-term care or accommodation facility so that

more culturally appropriate services can be made available to them.”

Irene Pereira, Member, Lar dos Idosos Committee
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IFilipino

Armand Rustia

“Yee Hong has established a good reputation as a serious and highly knowledgeable

provider of senior care in Toronto.  Its reputation goes beyond simply senior care for

Chinese-Canadians.  Yee Hong has viewed its role in the multi-cultural setting of our

great city, and its mission includes Canadians of various ethnic backgrounds, most

notably Filipino-Canadians, of which there are over 150,000 in Ontario.

Yee Hong just opened up a new modern senior care facility in Mississauga that provides

25 beds for Filipino-Canadians.   This is a development that has excited many Filipinos

because of the specialized nursing care that Yee Hong provides, such as Filipino staff,

Filipino food and activities that recognizes the Filipino values and culture.  The class ‘A’

facility makes it something Filipino-Canadians aspire to for their loved ones.  Filipinos

who have lived through the Yee Hong experience are satisfied that they are in a home,

not so unlike their own home, where love and affection, and special care abounds, and

where family and friends are within easy reach daily.”

Armand Rustia, Publisher, IFilipino Magazine
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YEE HONG SPIRIT —
CULTIVATED FROM WITHIN

With strong trust and team spirit among the Board, staff and volunteers, all

members of the Yee Hong community are empowered with a strong sense of

ownership and pride, a strong caring attitude and commitment to the Yee Hong

philosophy.  Led by the role models of dedicated and committed leaders, strong internal

buy-in to the philosophy drives the success.  This unparalleled sense of satisfaction fuels,

and indeed, brightens, every work day.

Starting from multicultural recruitment and continuing with professional upgrading, Yee

Hong enjoys a body of culturally sensitive and linguistically proficient staff to provide

culturally appropriate care to seniors of a diverse range of backgrounds.  The unique

approach of care and the comprehensive range of services provided shapes the

corporate culture of caring.

To ensure that the programs and services meet the needs of the users, Yee Hong Centre

for Geriatric Care communicates closely with community partners and regularly conducts

needs surveys.  Yee Hong Community Wellness Foundation is committed to raising funds

to provide care over and above Ministry standards, as well as to develop new and

unfunded programs.

“Being a strong advocate of senior issues, Michael was already an active volunteer for

the Chinese Community Nursing Home for Greater Toronto, later renamed as Yee Hong

Centre for Geriatric Care.   In 1994, his mother-in-law was amongst the first group of

residents being admitted to the nursing home.  During her four-year stay until she

passed away, Michael’s family witnessed first-hand the tenderness and personal care

given to their loved one, seeing the staff take her in as their own - this made a great

impact and impression on Michael and his family.  Now as a retiree, Yee Hong’s

expansion to serving a variety of ethnic seniors has reinforced his ongoing desire to

support, fully understanding the value of culture for all seniors.   As a volunteer driver at

the Centre and a familiar face at the Yee Hong Aw Chan Kam Chee Chinese Evergreen

Manor, he has been “adopted” by many of the seniors he is in contact with, reinforcing

the important role and sense of family the Yee Hong environment fosters.  He is greeted

with warm smiles and words of wisdom from this adoring extended family.  His drive
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and passion has not only inspired his children, but his gung-ho, happy-go-lucky

personality is infectious. He is a role model to all volunteers and staff that cross his path.

As a dear son he is to all the seniors he serves, he is a dear dad for all of us to learn

from.”

Amy Chan, Senior Coordinator - Volunteer Management, Yee Hong Community Wellness

Foundation, about Michael K.C. Yuen, volunteer since 1987

“In our South East Asian unit, seniors from a wide range of backgrounds interact in

harmony, speaking languages and dialects of Tamil, Punjabi, Sinhalam, Hindi, Farsi,

Tagalog, Cantonese, Mandarin, Hakka, Taishan, and Chiu Chow, practising different faiths

and having various eating habits. 

A resident from Iran was very attracted to Chinese food, and whenever she is served

the Chinese menu she chose, she smiles and gestures to show her deep appreciation.

This goes to show how true friendship and passion travels across all geographical,

cultural and linguistic boundaries.

Staff members and residents particularly enjoy the parties celebrating different cultural

festivals.  In their traditional costumes, the staff members look beautifully passionate.

Amidst the food, songs and dances of different cultures, everyone on the floor become

united as one family.  The joy overwhelms the floor and harmony manifests itself

beyond words.”

Crystal Chan, Assistant Director of Resident Care, Yee Hong Ho Lai Oi Wan Centre

“Dan is a caring young man who comes to visit his grandmother in the Scarborough

McNicoll Centre and extends his care to Yee Hong’s environment and our common friend

– Birdie.  He takes care of the centre’s parrot over the weekend.  He loans bird books to

us and offers to train our weekend staff to alleviate their fear of the bird.  The

companionship of the two species is a scene that attracts residents on wheelchairs to

watch them in the lobby. 

1987
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‘Parrots should have some degree of interaction with people – they are social animals,

like dogs,’ according to Dan. Yee Hong is a place where social interaction extends across

all cultures and even species.”

K.K Fung, Program Coordinator, Volunteer and Advocacy

“Realizing the needs of long-term care facilities and Yee Hong’s commitment to build a

centre with multicultural residency, Hasel Dalgleish braved herself to speak in favour of

our proposal at Town Hall discussions.  This silver-haired, confident Caucasian lady was

among the handful of non-Chinese that left a deep impression on me.  She volunteered

not just to bring the campaign’s news to her church in Streetsville, but also to connect

Yee Hong with other mainstream groups in her community network.  From laying one of

the bricks at the ground-breaking of the Mississauga Centre to Walk & Roll to the public

information sessions about the new Centre, she has always been with us.  She was

active in fundraising and participating in our events.  Her caring nature for all ethnic

groups was evident as she spread the news of Yee Hong Centre to her Japanese client

whom she met at her other volunteer activities.

As the Mississauga Centre opened in December 2003, more and more volunteers came

to join us.  Many residents and colleagues, Chinese and non-Chinese, were gratified that

services of these volunteers, young or old, have added meaning to life.  It is this

reciprocal relationship that binds everyone together.  I am confident that Yee Hong will

Dan

Dan

Dan
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Streetsville
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prosper as this bonding strengthens among all in the Yee Hong community.  May we

treasure all volunteers’ efforts, past, present and future to come.”

Winnie Tung, Coordinator, Yee Hong Community Wellness Foundation - Mississauga

“In our centre with a diverse population of different Chinese regions and dialects, we

are privileged to have a Taiwanese volunteer for our Friendly Visiting Program.  This

senior used to volunteer in a hospital before his recent move to Canada.  Despite his

motion sickness, he drives a long way from his home, motivated by his enthusiasm, to

come often to help us out.  He has built a close relationship with a few Mandarin

speaking residents.  Although some residents have trouble remembering his name, the

bonding between this friendly visitor and the residents has become so significant that

even seeing his face and hearing his voice brightens up the day.”

Jenny Wong, Social Worker, Yee Hong Centre - Scarborough McNicoll

“Uncle Lee, Uncle Yeung and Uncle Kalman volunteer at Yee Hong as traffic controllers.  

Not only does this cross-cultural trio ensure the safe arrival of seniors, it also serves as

Friendly Ambassadors of Yee Hong.”

Martin Yu, Program Assistant, Adult Day Care
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YEE HONG SPIRIT — 
COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP

Continuum of Care and Services

Continuum of care serves all seniors, ranging from the most independent to the most

dependent seniors.  It is supported by services at different levels, to suit the needs

of different seniors.  This wide range of services requires a lot of work in partnership

with different communities.  With the community involvement, this has changed the

definition of a nursing home, from an isolated room to a home where the residents and

members of the community interact on a daily basis.

Bill Woo
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“As members of a therapy-dog group which visits elders weekly at many healthcare

facilities, the volunteers at Caring Canine witness firsthand the importance of the ethnic

environment and excellent service provided by Yee Hong.  Yee Hong goes to a great

extent to match the preferences of each resident participant with the most suitable

therapy-dog team, displaying sincere care for its residents in the process.  We are also

especially touched that Yee Hong has loaned us its facility for our therapy-dog

evaluations.  This act of community spirit has facilitated new therapy dog programs at

other facilities, and it speaks volume about Yee Hong’s leadership in healthcare.”

Irene Fung, Founder and President, Caring Canine

“In the past years, the Scout Troop has performed dragon dance during Chinese New

Year for Yee Hong.  By providing seniors with this wonderful traditional activity, these

Canadian born Chinese scout members also learn more about Chinese culture and

improve their communications skills with seniors.”

David Lee, Scout Group Leader, 11 Toronto Group

“I am really grateful to the doctors and staff at the Yee Hong Medical Centre.  When my

mother was first diagnosed as having terminal cancer, I had to find a family doctor for

her in Toronto before I could move her from Edmonton to Toronto.  Dr. Joyce Lee and her

staff at the Yee Hong Medical Centre were very supportive when I approached them for

medical consultation regarding transferring my mother’s medical records.  They helped

me set up the appointment with Dr. Stanley Zheng at the Cancer and Palliative Care

Services at Yee Hong.  I knew that my mother would be in good hands from the

moment I met Dr. Lee and her staff.

During my mother’s last days, Dr. Zheng and his staff provided on-demand medical

services and support to my mother and my family to cope with various difficult

situations.  The level of support and care provided by Dr. Zheng and his staff has

certainly exceeded my expectations.  I am very grateful to his consistent response to my

calls and requests during holidays and weekends.  It is organizations like Yee Hong,

caring physicians like Dr. Zheng and Dr. Lee and the dedicated staff that let my mother

remain comfortable and happy till the very end.”

Bill Woo, Son of Patient of Cancer and Palliative Care Services
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Resident-Family Involvement

Partnership is also important between the centres and their residents and families.  To

facilitate communication between the users and the service provider, Yee Hong strongly

encourages residents and their families to be involved in their own plan of care through

formation of and regular participation in resident councils and family councils.

“With a lot of encouragement and input from the management and staff of the Yee

Hong Centre for Geriatric Care – Scarborough McNicoll, the Family Council was officially

formed in January of 2004.  Together, we foster partnership to work closely to serve our

seniors…. We have recommended to the Toronto Region Family Council Network to

present a Certificate of Congratulations to Yee Hong’s management and staff to

acknowledge and recognize their efforts of achieving “No unmet standards” in 2003

Ministry Annual Compliance…. We believe the Family Council in its first year of

establishment has addressed a number of concerns from the family members about

their loved ones, in a partnership and cooperative manner without confrontation.

We have established a very good working relationship with the Yee Hong management

and service teams.  We trust this very good relationship will continue in 2004.”

Raymond Tse, Chair, Yee Hong McNicoll Nursing Home Family Council

CARE for Nurses Program

Another type of social partnership is realized in the CARE for Nurses Program.  Amy Go,

Executive Director, Yee Hong Ho Lai Oi Wan Centre in Markham, pioneered a pilot project

in the late 1990s to address the shortage of nurses in Canada.  Funded by the Ministry

of Training, Colleges and Universities, the Creating Access to Regulated Employment

(CARE) for Nurses was formed to develop bridge training programs to help skilled

immigrants gain speedier access to their regulated occupations.

To date, CARE has assisted over 300 nurses in passing Ontario licensing examinations.

Because of this outstanding success, it has received national and international attention.

The model was presented at international nursing conferences in Geneva and Australia.

Enquiries are coming from other cities in Ontario and other provinces.  Identified by

Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities as a “best practice”, CARE is receiving

transitional funding from the Ministry to evolve into a sustainable and permanent

program.

2004 1

2003
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By developing and facilitating the program, Yee Hong is benefiting from being able to

recruit high quality nurses; while the community is benefiting from the opportunity for

fair transfer of overseas professional nursing credentials for employment in Canada.

“This is the week, and all other weeks, when we celebrate your commitment at work

for the knowledge and skills, patience and compassion, dignity and concern, you give to

our loved ones at Yee Hong Centre – Scarborough McNicoll.

Thank you for choosing the nursing vocation and the allied health professions, for you

have made Yee Hong the best home away from home for our seniors.  You work so

tirelessly; you are proactive in your strategies to deliver the best care; you always rise to

the demands of formidable tasks such as the SARS crisis last year.  We are confident that

you will continue to provide a leading role for others to follow. We applaud you.”

Pearl Ang, Daughter of Resident, on a presentation plaque for the Nursing Week of 

10-16 May, 2004

(CARE)

CARE

CARE

Pearl Ang

2004 5 10 16
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When all facilities, programs, human resources are ready to roll, the challenge

comes before the admission process because of the cultural differences.  We had

to create a bridge between the polarized concepts of cultures that are less focused on

the concept of caring for seniors and those that are strongly committed to take care of

seniors at home themselves.

By conducting information sessions and various other educational and promotional

initiatives in partnership with these communities, Yee Hong has succeeded in facilitating

a better understanding of its vision and programs in families of different cultures.  To

date, the beds in all our four centres are all filled.  With all four long-term care facilities

fully operational, our waiting lists have substantially shortened.  When the continuum of

care and services are fully developed in all four centres, we will be able to serve over

100,000 seniors annually across the Greater Toronto Area, including members of the

South Asian, Filipino, Vietnamese, Portuguese, Japanese and other communities.

To support the unfunded programs that make up the continuum of comprehensive

services, and to ensure that all services are delivered in high quality and beyond

expectations, Yee Hong Community Wellness Foundation has been diligently raising

funds in various ways throughout the years.  Every cent from the government goes

directly into programs and services that directly improve the lives of residents of seniors

and their families.  Support from the public helps Yee Hong touch the lives of many.

YEE HONG SUCCESS — 
TOUCHING THE LIVES OF MANY
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Financial Highlights
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(Thousands of dollars unless otherwise stated) 2001 2002 2003

Capital Assets 35,866 69,660 123,958

Total Assets 50,517 93,850 131,158

Debt 15,487 54,037 67,435

Revenue

Nursing Home 6,837 9,279 17,592

Donations and Fundraising 6,482 6,394 4,930

Community Centre 2,078 2,040 2,086
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Dr. Shahnaz Khan, M.D.

Natercia dos Santos

“I can only relate our happy experiences with Yee Hong Ho Lai Oi Wan Centre in

Markham where my mother has been a resident since May 2003.  It is like a home

away from home for my mother who is so happily settled in her new surroundings.  The

staff members, especially the nurses and caregivers, are so courteous, caring and

compassionate to their residents.  It is my good fortune that my mother gets the best

care, love and attention from the staff, 24 hours a day.  There is a special wing for South

Asian residents staffed by Hindi, Urdu and Punjabi speaking staff members who

understand the needs of the residents. It is not an easy decision to make to put your

mother in a nursing home, but thanks to Yee Hong and its well trained staff, I don’t have

to worry about her.  I am glad that I have made the right choice.  The greatest

happiness I get is when I see my mother so happy and content there.  While I cannot

thank the staff enough, I congratulate those who planned and established this institution

and those who are in service.  I hope all the persons at present and in the future will

continue to be guided by the highest principles in the conduct of its affair.”

Dr. Shahnaz Khan, M.D., Son of Resident, Yee Hong Ho Lai Oi Wan Centre

“The staff members here are very respectful and courteous.  They provide high quality

care for me and my husband.  They have been particularly attentive to my husband

when he came back from the hospital, after a fall.

I realize this is not a Portuguese facility, but staff members are making a lot of effort to

understand our needs, to make sure that we are cared for to our satisfaction.  I am very

happy with the respect, dignity and excellent care that I receive from the staff in the

Mississauga Centre.  I am proud to call this my home.”

Natercia dos Santos, Resident, Yee Hong Centre - Mississauga
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“My mom’s and my step-father’s health conditions were deteriorating last winter and I

got very worried.  At Christmas, they stayed with me, but they were listless and frail,

not interested in making conversations with families or friends.  

My parents were admitted to the Mississauga Centre in February this year.  Then for

Easter, they came and stayed with us for the vacation.  Everybody noticed the difference

in them, especially in my mom.  She was chatty and lively.  She joked with everybody

and was having a good time.  Even my brother who lives in Portugal noticed the

difference when he spoke to her on the phone.

The other night I took my mom to bingo.  When the announcer shouted the number in

Chinese, my mom was actually marking it off on her sheet.  I was amazed.  I asked my

mom ‘Do you understand what they said?’  She just smiled, nodded her head and said,

‘I know, I know’.

To all the staff members of Yee Hong Centre - Mississauga, thank you very much for

taking such good care of my parents.”

Maria Taborda, Daughter of Natercia dos Santos, Resident of Yee Hong Centre -

Mississauga

“‘This afternoon, we all went to the Hall to hear people sing…. I have to bring $1.00

back next week to pay for these pictures…. See what I’ve got?  I made this myself…. I

had ice cream at lunch today…. TTC was late again this afternoon.  Luckily one of the

volunteers sat with me until it came…’ Instead of a conversation between a child and

his mom, this was my mom talking to me, after returning from a day of activities at the

Post-Stroke Group of Yee Hong Adult Day Program.  She was always bubbly when she

came home every Wednesday.  

Their staff members often seemed to have new ideas every time to keep these ‘kids’ —

our parents — entertained.  It could be arts and crafts one week and Halloween party

the next.  Then, it was karaoke time or bingo.  Mom constantly brought home prizes

from winning games and proudly showed them to us.  Occasionally, she would sneak

out to the Yee Hong salon to get her hair done.  Aside from surprising us with the most

updated world news or showbiz gossip she heard from her group, mom was also

stunningly informed from attending the Health or Home Safety talks and reading the

brochures.

Natercia dos Santos

Maria Taborda
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For somebody who had been socially active all her life, being confined to a wheelchair

can be very depressing to the senior and harsh on the family.  However, the staff

members of this program managed to make mom’s life more bearable, and indeed,

more meaningful, for both of us.  Apart from the care and passion, they also showed

her a new way of life.  There is much more to post-stroke life than sitting in a

wheelchair.”

Mary M. Lee, daughter of a Post-Stroke Group of Yee Hong Adult Day Program user, Yee

Hong Centre – Scarborough McNicoll

OK

Mary M. Lee
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YEE HONG SUCCESS — 
GOVERNMENT RECOGNITION

After years of dedicated hard work, Yee Hong has earned a solid reputation as a leader

of geriatric care. A dedicated team of health care professionals, social workers, support

staff and volunteers have contributed to establish Yee Hong’s reputation as centres of

excellence.

In years 1996, 1999, and 2003, the Canadian Council on Health Services Accreditation, a

national body that evaluates the work of hospitals, nursing homes and other health care

facilities against national standards of practice, awarded Yee Hong the maximum three-

year accreditation, commending Yee Hong for its stellar services and best practices in

culturally appropriate care.

An inaugural winner of the Ontario Non-profit Housing Association’s Award for

Excellence, Yee Hong is also a two-time grand prize winner of the Ontario Long-Term

Care Association’s Occupational Health and Safety Awards.

With the promised injection of funding into the long-term care industry, Yee Hong hopes

to raise the bar in professional standards and service quality, as well as to outreach to

more communities that may benefit from our services.

“…this facility is different from the others, it is not just Chinese.  Dr. Wong and his group

have opened it up… to South Asians, Filipino, and Japanese and it just shows…. I have

been in many nursing facilities and in fact my own husband was in one.  And I’ll tell you

the services provided in Yee Hong facilities are second to none, second to none, no

question about it.”

Her Worship, Hazel McCallion, Mayor, City of Mississauga, excerpted from her speech at

Grand Opening of the Yee Hong Centre – Mississauga

“… One of the highlights in my report was the need for us to look at long-term care

homes as HOME.  This is where our seniors will live and certainly Yee Hong got me with

that left, right and centre.  Everyone here feels like they are part of the family and

certainly living in a lovely home.  We also focus a lot on a multi-disciplinary theme and

1996 1999 2003
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that is very much a part of Yee Hong’s philosophy.  It was very evident when I visited

there, it was great.  We also focus a lot on resident participation, family participation

and community participation, and I must say again, Yee Hong Wellness Centres do all of

that.”

Monique Smith, Parliamentary Assistant, Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care M.P.P.

Nipissing, excerpted from her speech at Grand Opening of the Yee Hong Centre –

Mississauga

“This government is committed to ensuring that our seniors are cared for with

compassion, respect and dignity.  The Yee Hong Foundation shares this commitment.

The dream of accommodation for Chinese elders through culturally and linguistically

appropriate care homes began more than 20 years ago.  Not only was that dream

realized but the Yee Hong Centres have expanded and today those served are from

many diverse cultural backgrounds including South Asian, Filipino and Japanese.  Over

the years Yee Hong has touched the lives of so many.  It has received several awards

and much recognition for its fine work in the long-term care field.”

The Honourable Harinder Takhar, Minister of Transportation, M.P.P. Mississauga Centre,

excerpted from his speech at Grand Opening of the Yee Hong Centre – Mississauga
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The four centres are communities, indeed, homes, where residents, families, day

program clients, friendly visitors, volunteers and staff members enjoy each other’s

company in harmony, across all cultural and linguistic barriers.  Apart from the different

menus served, interior decoration is designed according to specific cultural needs,

traditional festivals are celebrated for different cultures, and employees are culturally

sensitive and linguistically proficient to provide the most appropriate care to individuals

from various backgrounds.

Under the outstanding leadership of the executive directors, the four centres are staffed

with a dedicated, loving and caring multidisciplinary team composing of nursing staff,

dietitians, social workers, chaplains, facility and food services staff, physiotherapists,

occupational therapists, pharmacists and physicians.

Yee Hong’s culturally appropriate care is supported by many programs and activities

including gentle care program, fall prevention program, restorative care programs and

many therapeutic, recreational, spiritual and social programs.  Families need to look no

further for the best care for their loved ones, because every aspect of life is well

addressed at Yee Hong, and the family will not pay even one cent more to get the

comprehensive services and culturally appropriate care provided at Yee Hong, because

fees are standardized across Ontario.

“‘Niche, Sai!’

An activation program assistant was announcing in Hindi and Cantonese to the South

Asian and Chinese speaking residents that the card value is smaller than that of the

previous one in a popular guessing game.

‘Pulisatham, Yang Chow Chau Fan!’

Both are rice dishes on the menu. One is a favorite of our South Asian, particularly Sri

Lankan residents, the other is a popular Chinese fried rice.

At the Markham Centre, residents of Chinese and South Asian origins are very used to

the multilingual and multicultural environment.  Their participation in activities is

A WORLD OF HARMONY — 
WHERE A DREAM BECOMES REALITY

Niche
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effortless.  The atmosphere is so homelike and so harmonious that it is as if they have

been neighbours for a long time.  This miniature world shows what multiculturalism is

all about: total respect and acceptance of one another.”

Amy Go, Executive Director, Yee Hong Ho Lai Oi Wan Centre

“In the past few years, Momiji Health Care Society, a supportive housing centre for

Japanese seniors, responded to the request of the community for a long-term care

facility for its aging population.  In light of the challenges in building their own long-

term care centre, the Momiji Centre explored opportunities of external partnership and

approached us for the plan of providing a Japanese unit at the newest Yee Hong Centre

- Scarborough Finch.  Sharing Momiji’s vision of building a caring community and its

philosophy of striving to provide exemplary care to our seniors, the 250-bed facility of

the Yee Hong Centre - Scarborough Finch has worked in partnership with Momiji and

has designated a unit of 25 beds for Japanese residents.

The partnership has been mutually respectful, beneficial and productive. Cooperation

between the Momiji Centre and the Yee Hong Centre are reflected in every stage of the

process. Dedication and commitment are evident in promotion, outreach, staff

recruitment and program development. The Momiji Centre Board and staff have

participated in Yee Hong’s fundraising activities, and vice versa. With the support

provided by the Momiji Centre, we look forward to providing quality care for the

Japanese seniors, so they can continue to live in comfort and dignity.”

Tilda Hui, Executive Director, Yee Hong Centre – Scarborough Finch

“On our third floor where residents of Vietnamese, Portuguese, Korean, Japanese, South

Asian, Italian, Egyptian and other origins live in harmony, a touching farewell scene took

place that will stay in the minds of all residents and staff members.

It all happened with the move of a Japanese couple from our centre to the Japanese

unit at Scarborough Finch Centre.  As excited as they were about the move, they were

sad to leave their friends at the Mississauga Centre.  Their friends and neighbours of

different cultures were happy for their opportunity to move into a culturally specific unit,

but were, at the same time, reluctant to see them leave.   Aside from organizing a

Pulisatham

Momiji

Momiji

Momiji

Momiji
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farewell party, the residents also made crafts to present to the couple as going away

gifts.  As volunteers, staff members, residents and families join the party, Japanese

songs were sung and words of appreciation and blessings were exchanged.  The

moment of heartbreak came when the clock signalled departure time.  To each friend,

the couple individually presented many paper cranes, on which they had spent nights of

work, to wish them health, luck and longevity.  Tears were shed as they waved each

other farewell.

This is but one incident that shows the bonding and harmony among all residents,

families, volunteers and staff members of all cultures.  I am certain that this virtue will

remain and become the culture of the Yee Hong community.”

Maureen Lynn, Executive Director, Yee Hong Centre - Mississauga

“‘Hi, pretty girl!’  Everyday, I am teasingly greeted by our resident, a 109-year-old Hakka

lady, with a big grin on her face. With much excitement, she spends over 10 minutes

everyday to share with me her personal stories.  Even though I do not know a word of

her dialect, I knew she was talking about her daily encounters, her arthritis and her

family. We would hold hands, exchange smiles and our eyes would be beaming.  I

Momiji

Momiji
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would nod occasionally to squeeze her hands harder from time to time to show my

interest.  Through body language and our strong bonding, we understand each other

beyond words.

This is a common scene in the nursing home.

In the past two years at the McNicoll Centre, I communicate well with residents from

different regions of China: Fujian, Hakka, Taishan, Chiu Chow, Shanghai and the Island of

Hainan. They speak different dialects, eat according to certain customs, dress for various

traditions and live a particular lifestyle.  They all communicate in different dialects but

everybody understands each other.  Harmony is shared by all,  because we care about

each other, and communicate in a great many ways besides words.  The spiritual and

emotional bonding among all residents, staff members and volunteers allow their

communications to transcend cultural and language barriers.”

Angelina Yau, Executive Director, Yee Hong Centre - Scarborough McNicoll
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A WORLD OF HARMONY  — 
THE DRIVING FORCES

We cannot help but be touched by the stories related by the Executive Directors of

the four centres.  While these are the highlights of many of their days, they also

face difficult issues day in and day out.  Caring for the very frail and sick, as well as

those with senile dementia and Alzheimer’s disease are as primary as their daily

routines.

We are proud to have completed the three new centres with 650 beds, thus shortening

the waiting line of seniors.  Yee Hong’s ongoing challenge is to provide the best level of

care to as many seniors as possible so that they can enjoy the highest quality of life.

Since most community programs are unfunded, the fundraising goals for Yee Hong

Community Wellness Foundation has always been so challenging that they seem

unattainable.  However, the Foundation staff and volunteers have demonstrated

unparalleled efforts and determination and have made the Capital Campaign and all

other fundraising activities big successes.

Our hard work is often validated by the amazing support shown by the community.  

One of the most heart warming examples is the five-year pledge of $1 million from

Mandarin Restaurant.  Resulting from the collective effort of both the front line staff as

well as the executive management of the corporation, the pledge came through ahead

of schedule.  This goal-getting spirit is also shared by the staff and management of the

Foundation.  Foundation’s success owes much to the support of staff and management

of corporations big and small, international and local.

“The meeting of minds in 1987 in Dr. Joseph Wong’s house is now history but what has

remained is how the fervor of the ideal senior care has propagated throughout GTA and

just may be, even to many corners of the world.

650
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Anyone who has visited any of our four centres is very often impressed and sometimes

awestruck by the amount of dedication that goes into our work.  The leadership of the

Chair and the Board has inspired us to reach impossible goals: raising $35 million and

completing three new centres within four years.  While our ‘unreachable’ goals were

often questioned by friends and foes alike, it seems that there is no battle or challenge

too big for Yee Hong supporters to face with courage and hope.

Any society can aptly be judged by how well it takes care of its most vulnerable,

especially the seniors.  Yee Hong is proud to extend the Chinese tradition of respect for

seniors to other communities that share the same philosophy.  Although the first Yee

Hong was created to assist seniors of Chinese descent, we have been honoured and

enriched by our new residents from the Filipino, Japanese, Portuguese, Vietnamese,

South Asian and other communities.  The experience and wisdom they bring with them

teach us the value of community, the bonding that acts as the source of energy to

resolve contentious issues, despite cultural differences.

We continue to need you - our volunteers, our staff, our community partners and our

donors - to sustain our mission.  The enormous success of Yee Hong is intimately tied to

your compassion and outstanding effort.  Once again, thank you for believing in us.  The

Foundation looks forward to a productive and challenging year!”

Pauline Tong, President, Yee Hong Community Wellness Foundation
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THE LEGEND CONTINUES — 
CHARGING AHEAD INTO THE FUTURE

With 805 residents making the four Yee Hong centres their home, plans of housing,

medical, rehabilitation, and wellness programs are being established as an

integral part of the new facilities.  Yee Hong will continue to enrich its continuum of care

and services and extend it to serving more communities.  Cancer and Palliative Care

Services will also take a giant step to build its own unit at Yee Hong Centre -

Scarborough Finch to provide hospice care to cancer and terminally ill patients in their

last days.  Yee Hong Community Wellness Foundation will continue to raise funds to

support these initiatives.

Besides refining the existing programs and raising the bar for service excellence, Yee

Hong hopes to share the virtue of caring for elders to all cultures.  This ambitious goal

will take time and can only be achieved by being a convincing role model and showing

how this philosophy benefits communities of all cultural traditions.

Our key to success lies in the Yee Hong spirit, community partnership and social support.

The unwavering endorsement of our vision and mission throughout the years is both

inspiring and heartwarming.  We invite all of our supporters to join us in shaping our

history for years to come.
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YES! I want to help Yee Hong Centre for Geriatric Care with a
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I would like to help keep costs down by choosing pre-authorized payments:

� I hereby authorize Yee Hong Community Wellness Foundation to make
automatic MONTHLY withdrawals from my bank account or credit card, as
indicated. I understand that I may cancel this authorization at any time by
notifying the Foundation in writing.

� I have enclosed a blank cheque marked “VOID” for pre-authorized payment
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“VOID” 

YOUR GIFT TODAY HELPS US FOSTER HOPE AND
CARING COMMUNITIES FOR OUR SENIORS
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